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Vba excel pdf tutorial

Welcome to the first part of Ultimate VBA Tutorial for beginners. If you're brand new to VBA, then make sure you read the post How to create a macro from scratch in Excel so that your environment is configured correctly to run macros. In this Excel VBA tutorial, you'll learn how to create real macros. The focus is on learning based on this. This tutorial has
examples of coding and activities to help you on your way. You'll find a quiz at the end of this VBA tutorial. You can use this to test your knowledge and see how much you have learned. In the first part of this VBA tutorial, we'll focus on the basics of creating Excel macros. See the following sections for learning results and tips on getting started with VBA. The
noblest pleasure is the joy of understanding. - Leonardo da Vinci Learning Results for this VBA Tutorial When you finish this VBA tutorial you will be able to: Create a module Create a sub Understand the difference between the module and the sub Run code in sub Write value for cell Copy value from one cell to another to copy values from one range of cells
to another to copy the values between the values of the difference worksheets Test your output Immediate window Write code faster using with a statement to create and use variables to copy from cell to variable, and vice versa before we start, let's take a look at some simple tips that will help you on your way. Six Killer Tips for This VBA Training Practice,
Practice, Practice - Don't Try to Learn by Reading. Try examples and actions. Bring code examples instead of copying and typing to help you better understand the code. Have a well-defined goal for VBA training. The one you will know when you reach. Don't take it for a while. They will help you write the correct code. Start by creating simple macros for your
work. Then create more complex as you get better. Don't be afraid to work through each tutorial more than once. The more times you do this, the deeper your knowledge will be implemented. The basic terms used in this VBA Tutorial Excel Macros: Macro is a group of programming instructions that we use to create automated tasks. VBA: VBA is a
programming language that we use to create macros. This is an acronym for Visual Basic for apps. Code line: This is the VBA instruction. Generally speaking, they do the same task. Sub: The submarine consists of one or more lines of code. When we launch the submarine, the VBA goes through all the lines of code and performs the appropriate actions.
The macro and the submarine are essentially the same thing. Module: The module is just a container for our submarines. The module contains submarines, which in turn contain lines of code. The number of modules in the work book or the number of submarines in the module is not limited (within the VBA Editor: Here we write our code. Clicking Alt and F11
switches between Excel and Visual Visual Editor. If the Visual Basic editor is not currently open, then clicking Alt and F11 will automatically open it. The screenshot below shows the main parts of Visual Basic Editor: Visual Basic Editor Tip for VBA Training Activities When you're working on an activity in this VBA Tutorial it's a good idea to close all the other
Excel books. When we create a module in Excel, we use the VBA language to create macros. VBA means Visual Basic for apps. When we use the term Excel Macros, we mean VBA. The term macro is essentially another name for a submarine. Every time you see the terms Excel Macros or VBA just remember that they mean the same thing. At VBA, we
create lines of instructions to handle VBA. We're going to have lines of code in the submarine. These submarines are stored in modules. We can put our submarines in the sheet module. However, we usually now that we only now have a code for the events of the sheet here. At VBA, we are creating new modules to chemical most of our submarines. So, for
our first activity let's go ahead and create a new module. Open a new blank work book in Excel. Open the visual editor-in-chief (Alt and F11). Go to the project - the VBAProject window on the left (Ctrl and R if it is not visible). Click the right button on the work book and click Insert and then module. Click on module1 in the project - VBAProject window. In the
Properties window in the bottom left corner (F4, if not visible), change the name of the module from module1 to MyFirstModule. The module where you place the code. It's just a container for code, and you don't use it for anything else. You can think of the module as a section in the bookstore. Its sole purpose is to keep books and the presence of such books
in a certain section makes the general store more organized. The main window (or code window) is where the code is written. To view the code for any module, including sheets, you can double tap the item in the project window - VBAProject. Let's do it now so you can see the code window. Open a new work book and create a new module, as you did in the
last event. Twice click on the new module in the project window - VBAProject. A code window for this module will open. You will see the name in the titular bar Visual Basic. You can have as many modules as you like in the work book and as many submarines as you like in the module. It's up to you how you want to name the modules and how you organize
your submarines in your modules. In the next part of this VBA Tutorial, we will look at the use of submarines. How to use subs A line of code instructions (s) we give VBA. We're grouping lines of code into the submarine. We're going to put these submarines in the module. We create a submarine to provide the VBA with the instructions we give it. To do this,
we get the VBA to launch the submarine. When we choose Run Sub from The VBA will go through the lines of code in the submarine and process them one by one order they put in place. Let's go ahead and create a submarine. After that, we'll look at the lines of code and what they're doing. Take a module created in the last session, or create a new one.
Select the module by clicking on it twice in the project window - VBAProject. Make sure the name is visible in the bar's headline. Enter the next line in the code window and click. Sub WriteValue VBA will automatically add a second end Sub line. We blur our code between these two lines. Between these two lines enter the line Sheet1.Range (A1) No. 5 You
have created a submarine! Let's take him for a test drive. Click on the sub to make sure the cursor is there. Choose Run-'Run Sub/Userform from the menu (or click F5). Note: If you don't put the cursor in the sub, the VBA will display a list of available subtitles to run. Open Excel (Alt and F11). You'll see 5 in A1. Add each of the following lines to your
submarine, launch the submarine and check the results. Leaf1. Range (B1) - Some text Sheet1.Range (C3:E5) - 5.55 Lis1. Range (F1) - Now you have to see some text in the B1 cells, 5.55 in C3 to E5 cells and the current time and date in the F1 cell. Writing values for cells Let's take a look at the line of code we used in the previous section of this VBA
Tutorial Sheet1.Range (A1) No. 5 We can also write this line like this Sheet1.Range (A1). However, in most cases we don't need to use the value because it is the default property. We use these lines of code to assign (i.e. copy) values between cells and variables. The VBA evaluates the equal mark right and places the result in a variable/cell/band, i.e. to the
left of equals. The line reads: The range of the left cell will now be equal to the result of the element on the right. Let's look at the part of the code to the left of the equal Sheet1.Range (A1) No. 5 In this code, Leaf1 refers to the code name of the sheet. We can only use the code name to link to the sheets in the work book that contains the code. We'll look at
this in the code name section of the sheet. When we have a link to a sheet, we can use the leaf range property to write in the range of one or more cells. Using this line, we can copy the value from one cell to another. Here are a few more examples: ' Sub CopyValues () ' copies value from C2 to A1 Sheet1.Range (A1) - Sheet1.Range (C2) ' copies value from
D6 to A2 Sheet1.Range (A2) - Sheet1.Range (D6) ' copies value from B 1 on sheet2 to A3 on Sheet1.Range (A3) - Sheet2.Range (B1) ' writes the result of D1 and D2 to A4 Sheet1.Range (A4) - Sheet2.Range (D1) - Sheet2.Range (D2) End Sub Now it's your turn to try some examples. Copying between cells is a fundamental part of Excel VBA, so
understanding this really you're on your way to Skill. Create a new Excel work book. Manually add values to the cells in sheet1 as follows: 20 to C1 and 80 to C2. Create a new submarine called Act4. Write a code to place C1 in A1. Write a code to put the C2 and 50 result in cell A2. Write the code to multiply the values in C1 and C2 cells. Place the results in
A3. Start the code. Cells should have values A1 20, A2 130 and A3 1600 ' Sub Act4 () Leaf1. Range (A1) - Sheet1.Range (C1) Leaf1. Range (A2) - Sheet1.Range (C2) - 50 Sheet1.Range (A3) - Sheet1.Range (C1) - Sheet1.Range (C2) End Sub Cells in different sheets, which we can easily copy between cells on different sheets. It's very similar to how we
copy cells on one sheet. The only difference is in the names of the sheets we use in our code. In the next VBA Tutorial activity, we are going to write between cells on different sheets. Add a new sheet to the work book from the last action. Now you have to have two sheets called that are called Sheet1 and Sheet2. Create a new Act5 subs. Add code to copy
the value from C1 on Leaf1 to A1 on Leaf2. Add code to place the result from C1 and C2 on sheet 1 to A2 on Leaf2. Add code to place the result from C1 and C2 on sheet1 to A3 on Leaf2. You run the code in the submarine (F5). Cells on Sheet2 should have values as follows: A1 20, A2 100 and A3 1600 Sub Act5() Leaf2. Range (A1) - Leaf1. Range (C1)
Leaf2. Range (A2) - Leaf1. Range (C1) - Leaf1. Range (C2) Leaf2. Range (A3) - Sheet1.Range (C1) - Sheet1.Range (C2) End codenamed Work Table In Activity So far, we use default table names such as Sheet1 and Sheet2. It is considered good practice to give these sheets more significant names. We do this by changing the code name of the sheet.
Let's look at the code name and what it is. When you look in the project window - VBAProject for the new work book you will see Sheet 1 both inside and outside the bracket: Leaf1 on the left code name sheet. Sheet1 on the right (in brackets) is the name of the sheet. That's the name you see on the Excel tab. The code name has the following attributes We
can use it to directly link to a sheet as we did, such as Sheet1.Range (A1) Note: We can only use a code name if the sheet is in the same book as our code. If the name of the sheet is changed, our code will still work if we use the code name to refer to the sheet. The name of the sheet contains the following attributes To refer to a sheet using the name of a
sheet required to use a collection of work book sheets. for example, ThisWorkbook.Worksheets (Leaf1). Range (A1) If the name of the sheet changes, then we need to change the name in our code. For example, if we changed the name of our Liszt1 to Data, Data, The above code follows ThisWorkbook.Worksheets( Range (A1) We can only change the code
name in the Property window. We can change the name of the sheet from both the slate tab in Excel and from the Property window. In the next action, we'll change the code name of the sheet. Open a new blank work book and go to visual Basic. Click on Leaf1 in the project - VBAProject (Ctrl and R, if not visible). Go to the Properties window (F4 if not
visible). Change the code name of the sheet to shReport. Create a new module and call it modAct6. Add the following sub and run it (F5) Sub UseCodename () shReport.Range (A1) and 66 End Sub Then add the following sub and run it (F5) Sub UseWorksheetname () ThisWorkbook.Worksheets (Leaf1). Range (B2) - 55 End Sub Cell A1 must now have a
value of 66, and the B2 cell should have a value of 55. Change the name of the sheet to Excel to let you know, i.e. click the right button on the tab and rename it. Remove the contents of the cells and run the UseCode code again. The code has to work properly. You will launch the UseWorksheetname submarine again. You'll get a subscription error from the
range. This critical-sounding error simply means that there is no sheet in the sheet collection called Sheet1. Change the code as follows and run it again. Now the code will work properly. Sub UseWorksheetname () ThisWorkbook.Worksheets (Report). Range (B2) - 55 End Sub With keyword you may have noticed in this VBA tutorial that we should use the
name of the sheet repeatedly - every time we refer to the range in our code. Imagine that there is an easier way to write code. Where we could just mention the name of the sheet once and the VBA would apply to any range we used after that. The good news is that we can do just that with the help of a statement with. At VBA we can take any item to a full
stop and use the Statement With on it. The following code is very similar to what we have used so far in this VBA tutorial: ' SubValu Write() Leaf1. Range (A1) - Sheet1.Range (C1) Leaf1. Range (A2) (C2) - 50 Sheet1.Range (A3) - Sheet1.Range (C1) - Sheet1.Range (C2) End Sub Let's update this code using the statement: ' Sub UsingWith () from Sheet1 .
Range (A1) . Range (C1) . Range (A2) . Range (C2) - 50 . Range (A3) . Range (C1) . Range (C2) End with end Sub We use with and sheet to start the section. Wherever the VBA finds a complete stop, it knows to use the sheet in front of it. We can use The With statement with other types of objects in the VBA, including workbooks, ranges, diagrams, and so
on. We mark the end of the section with the End With line. Indentation (Tabbing) Code You'll notice that the lines between the beginning and the end of the Statements tab tab Right. We call it an indentation from the code. We always indent the code between the VBA sections that have the starting line and the end of the line. Examples of these include
subtitles, Statement With, If statement, and For loop. You can enter the lines of code to the right by selecting the appropriate lines of code and pressing the Tab key. Clicking Shift and Tab will tab left. Tabbing (or indentation) is useful because it makes our code more readable. Rewrite the following code with the With statement. Don't forget the indent code. '
Sub UseWith () sheet1. Range (A1) - sheet1. Range (B3) - 6 sheet1. Cells (2, 1) - sheet1. Range (C2) - 50 sheet1. Range (A3) - sheet2. Range (c3) End of sub-useWith () with sheet1 . Range (A1) . Range (B3) - 6 . Cells (2, 1) . Range (C2) - 50 . Range (A3) - Sheet2.Range (C3) End with end Sub Copying value between multiple cells You can copy values
from one cell range to another cell range as follows Sheet2.Range (A1:D4) - Sheet2.Range (G2:I5). Value It is very important to notice how we use the property value of the range source. If we leave this it will write empty values for our destination range. 'The original cells will end up empty because the value is missing Sheet2.Range (A1:D4) - Sheet2.Range
(G2:I5) Code above is a very effective way of copying values between cells. When people are new to VBA they often think that they should use some form of choice, copying and insertion to copy cell values. However, they are slow, cumbersome and unnecessary. It is important that the ranges of destination and source are the same size. If the destination
range is smaller, only the range will be filled. This is different from copy/weave, where we only need to specify the first destination cell and Excel will fill the rest. If the destination range is longer, additional cells will be filled #N/A. Create a new blank work book in Excel. Add a new sheet to this work book so that there are two sheets - Sheet1 and Sheet2. Add
the following data to the C2:E4 range on the List1 record code to copy data from Lis1 to the B3:D5 range on Sheet2. You run the code (F5). Clear the results and then change the destination range to be smaller than the original range. Run out again and check the results. Clear the results and then change the destination range to be larger than the original
range. Run out again and check the results. Sub CopyMultipleCells () Leaf2. Range (B3:D5) - Sheet1.Range (C2:E4). End Sub Transposing is a range of cells If you need to move the date (convert from line to column and vice versa), you can use the Transpose leaf. Place values 1 to 4 in A1 to A4 cells. The next code will write E1 values to H1 Sheet1.Range
(E1:H1) - (Sheet1.Range (A1:A4). WorksheetFunction.Transpose (Leaf1. Range (E1:H1). Meaning) You'll notice that these lines are long. We can divide one line into several lines using the underlining (c) for example, Sheet1.Range (E1:H1) - WorksheetFunction.Transpose (Sheet1.Range (A1:A4). Variables are an integral part of every programming
language. So what are they and why do they need? Variables are like cells in memory. We use them to store time values while the code is running. We do three things with the variables Of Declare (i.e. Create) variable. Keep the value in the variable. Read the value stored in the variable. The types of variables we use are the same as the types of data we
use in Excel. The table below shows the common variables. There are other types, but you will rarely use them. In fact you will probably use long and string for 90% of your variables. TypeDetails Boolean May be true or false only Currencysame as decimal, but with 4 decimal places only DateUse for date/time DoubleUse for decimals long-term use for
integers StringUse for text VariantVBA will decide the type while performing Ad variables Before we use variables we have to create them. If we don't do that, we may face a variety of challenges. The default VBA does not make you declare variables. However, we need to incorporate this behavior as it will save us a lot of pain in the long run. To include the
Required Variable Declaration, we add the following line at the top of our Option Explicit module so that VBA automatically adds this line, selects options from the menu, and checks the Require variable declaration. Whenever you create a new module, VBA will add that line to the top. Declaring the variable is simple. We use the format as follows Dim
variable_name as the type we can use whatever we like as a variable name. The type is one of the types from the table above. Here are some examples of Dim Total As Long Dim Point As Double Dim Price As Currency Dim StartDate As Date Dim CustomerName As String Dim IsExpired As Boolean Item Dim As Variant In order to place the value in a
variable, we use the same type of statement that we previously used to place the value in the cell. That is, a statement with an equal sign. ' Sub DeclaringVars () Dim Total As Long Total - 1 Dim Price As Currency Price - 29.99 Dim StartDate As Start DateDate - #1/21/2018 Dim CustomerName As String CustomerName - John Smith End Sub Create a new
submarine and call it UsingVariables. Announce the variable for account and set the value to 5. Announce a variable to store the ticket price and set the value to 99.99. Announce the variable to store the country and set the value on Spain. Announce the variable to store the end date and set the value to the 21st of the 21st 2020. Announce a storage variable
if something is completed. Set the false value. Sub UsingVariables () Dim count As a long bill No 5 Dim ticketprice As currency ticketprice - 99.99 Dim Country As a Country Row - Spain Dim Enddate As Date enddate - #3/21/2020 Dim Unfinished How Boolean iscompleted - False End Sub Immediate VBA window has a real great tool that allows us to check
our output. This tool is an immediate window. With Debug.Print, we can write the values, text and results of the calculations into the immediate window. To view this window, you can select the View-Immediate Window from the menu or click Ctrl and G. Values will be written even if the immediate window is not visible. We can use the immediate window to
write out our variables to check the values they contain. If we update the code from the last action, we can write out the values of each variable. Run the code below and check the result in the immediate window (Ctrl and G if you can't see it). ' Sub WritingToImmediate () Dim count How long to count No 5 Debug.Print count Dim Ticketprice As currency
ticketprice No 99.99 Debug.Print Ticketprice Dim Country As a String country Spain Debug.Print country end Dimdate as date end date - #3/21/2020 Debug.End0ate Dim is unfinished, as Boolean is unfinished - False Debug.Print iscompleted End Sub Immediate is very useful for testing output before we write it on sheets. We will use it a lot in these tutorials.
Writing between variables and cells We can write and read values between cells and cells, cells and variables, as well as variables and variables, using the line of destination we've already seen. Here are some examples of ' Sub VariablesCells () Dim price1 As a currency, Price2 As currency ' place value from A1 to price1 price1 - Sheet1.Range (A1) ' place
value from price1 to price2 price2 price2 ' price2' price1' place value from price2 to cell b2 Sheet1.Range (B2) - price2 ' Print values to immediate dena debug.Print Price 1 - price1ug.Print Price 2 - this is the price2 End Sub Create an empty sheet so it has two sheets: Leaf1 and Leaf2. Place the New York text in the A1 cell on sheet1. Place number 49 in the
C1 cell on Sheet2. Create a submarine that reads values into variables from these cells. Add code to write down values in the Immediate window. ' Sub Act10 () Dim City as a string city - Sheet1.Range (A1) Dim number As a long number sheet No.2. Range (C1) Debug.Print City - City Debug.Print Number - Number of errors related to the inconsistency of the
End subtype, you may be wondering what will happen if you use the wrong type. For example, what happens if you number 99.55 to long (integer) variable type. What happens is that the VBA best converts the variable. So if we assign a long-type number of 99.55, VBA VBA convert it into an integer. In the code below, it will round up the number to 100. Dim i
How long I 99.55 VBA will pretty much convert between any types of number, for example. ' Sub Conversion () Dim result As Long result - 26.77 result - 25 result - 24.55555 result - 24.55 Dim c As Currency C - 23 c - 23.334 result - 24.55 c - sub End result However, even the VBA has its limit. The following code will result in Mismatch type errors, as the VBA
cannot convert the text into the number ' Sub Conversion () Dim result As a long result - 26.77A Dim with As Currency c - a34 End Sub Tip: The type discrepancy error is often caused by the user randomly placing the cell text, which should have numerical data. Announce a double variable type called the sum. Assign the value that causes the Type Mismatch
error. Start the code and make sure the bug happens. One possible way to cause an error is the following. Dim amount as double amount - and End of VBA Training Job We covered a lot of things in this tutorial. So let's put it all together in the next assignment I created a simple work book for this job. You can download it from the link below Tutorial One
Assignment Workbook Open the workbook of the destination. You put your code here Create a module and call it Assignment1. Create a submarine called Top5Report to record data in all columns from the top 5 countries to the Top 5 section in the Report sheet. This is the range, starting with the B3 on the report sheet. Use the code name to link to the
sheets. Create a NameReport to write down all the size areas in the All Areas section in the Report sheet. This is the H3:H30 range. Use the name of the sheet to refer to the sheets. Create a submarine called ImmediateReport as follows, read the area and population from Russia to two variables. Print the population per square kilometer (pop/area) to the
immediate window. Create a new sheet and call it areas. Set a code name to be shAreas. Create a submarine called RowsToCols, which reads all areas in D2:D11 from the country table and records them in the A1:J1 range in new leaf zones. ' Sub Top5Report() shReport.Range (B3:E7) - shCountries.Range (B2:E6). The value of The End Sub Sub
AreaReport () ' Use the highlight to divide into two lines ThisWorkbook.Worksheets (Report). Range (H3:H30) - ThisWorkbook.Worksheets (Countries). Range (D2:D29). Value End Sub ImmediateReport () Dim area How long, population As a long area - shCountries.Range (D2) population - shCountries.Range (E2) Debug.Print Population per square KM is -
it's population/area End Sub RowsToColls () shAreas.Range (A1:J1). Value - WorksheetFunction.Transpose (shCountries.Range (D2:D11). The End of Sub End Tutorial Appointment Next quiz is based on the fact that we reviewed this tutorial. Vba Vba One quiz 1. What are the two main differences between the code name of the name of the sheet? The
code name can be stubborn in the code. To link to the name of the sheet, you need to use a collection of sheets. Code using the code name will still work if the name of the sheet changes. Code using the name of the sheet will give the error of a subscription out of range if the name of the sheet changes. 2. What is the last sub line? 3. What statement reduces
our code by allowing us to write an object once, but refer to it several times? What does the following code do? Sheet1.Range (D1) - Result It records the value in the variable result of the D1 5 cell. What does the next code do? Sheet1.Range (A1:C3) - Sheet2.Range (F1:H3) It sets the range of A1 cells to C3 to be empty. There is no Value property in the
code. To copy the values, read Sheet1.Range (A1:C3) - Sheet2.Range (F1:H3). Value 6. What is the conclusion from the next code? Dim-sum As a long amount No. 7 Deb. Print (5 and 6) - sum 7. What is the conclusion from the next code? Dim amt1 How long, amt2 As amt1 - 7.99 Debug.Print amt1 amt2 - 14a Debug.Print amt2 First Debug.Print writes
value 8 to immediate window. Line am2 and result in mismatch type error. 8. If we have 1.2 and 3 in A1,A2 and A3 cells respectively, what is the result of the next code? Sheet1.Range (B1:B4) - Sheet1.Range (A1:A3). The code places 1 in cell B1, 2 in B2, 3 in B3 cell, and #N/A in B4 cell. 9. What does the key to the Alt and F11 label do? It opens up a visual
base from Excel. If the editor is open, he just switches to it. If you click Alt f11 in Visual Basic, it will switch to Excel. In the following code, we announce the variable, but we don't assign it to the value. What is debug.Print's statement? Dim amt How long Debug.Print amt Exit zero. When we announce a numerical variable, it is given a default of zero.
Conclusion VBA Tutorial Part One Congratulations on the end of textbook one. If you have completed activities and quizzes, then you have learned some important concepts that will stand before you as you work with the VBA. In tutorial 2 we will deal with ranges where a column or string can differ every time an application works. In this tutorial we will cover
How to get the last series or column with data. The surprisingly effective property of CurrentRegion. How to use flexible rows and columns. When to use the range and when to use the cells. And more.... Please note that textbooks from 2 to 4 can be purchased by members of my email list at a specially discounted price. You can subscribe to the email list
here. What's next? Are you planning to create or manage the VBA app? Learn how to build 10 Excel VBA apps from scratch. Scratch. vba macro excel tutorial. vba code excel tutorial. vba for macros excel tutorial pdf. vba programming in excel tutorial. vba userform excel tutorial. vba excel tutorial for beginners pdf. vba excel tutorial in hindi. vba excel tutorial
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